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Title: March of the Machines 

 

- Tribal focused, with each tribe being representative of a major robot stereotype/trope 

 

- Plot probably about different companies/manufacturers pitting their top models against each 

other in a future where robots fight wars and not people. Whoever comes out on top would 

clearly be seen as the best and get all the sweet, sweet government contracts. HOLLA HOLLA 

GET DOLLA 

 

Also a nice way to have characters/personalities in the form of people within these 

companies/groups without taking up card slots. Will be very good for things like flavor text, 

background, and Unique machines 

 

- Each tribe has its own style of play most likely familiar to TCG aficionados  

 

 

GENERAL RULES 
 

- Each player starts with 30 life. a player loses when their life = 0. A player's life total may 

exceed 30 if any card causes them to gain life. 

 

- 50 card decks, 3 copies of any one card maximum  

 

- Cards have 4 rarity levels that GENERALLY also correlate to intended power of the card: 

Bronze, Silver, Gold, Unique. A player may only have one copy of a Unique machine in play at 

any given time. If a player plays a 2nd copy of a Unique that they already have in play, they must 

put one of them in the scrapyard 

 

- Players begin each game with 5 cards, and draws a card at the beginning of each turn. The 

player who goes first (chosen at random usually via die roll/coin flip/etc) does NOT draw a card 

during their first turn. 

 

- The player who goes second has access to an ability called Spark. This gives that player one 

additional Power for that turn only, and costs nothing to use, but can only be used once per 

game. This can be represented as being available however the players feel like doing, be it a 

coin, pen/paper, a counter, etc 

 

- The resource used to play cards is called Energy. Each player begins their first turn with 1 

energy available and gains one additional energy to use at the beginning of each of their turns (to 

a maximum of 10). At this time all energy is refreshed for that player for the turn. All cards have 

their energy cost clearly visible near the top of the card.  

 



- A player's maximum hand size is seven. Any cards drawn when hand size is at max are 

automatically put into the scrapyard (discard pile) 

 

- Each player may, after drawing their starting hand, choose any number of cards from it, put 

those back into their deck, shuffle the deck, and draw that many. This can only be done one time.  

 

- Cards consist of 3 types: Machines, Structures, and Programs. Machines and Structures enter 

play on the battlefield itself, Programs are essentially spell cards with one time effects 

immediately. 

 

- Players may have up to 7 cards in play at any given time. These are generally referred to as 

"units" 

 

- Any card that is destroyed from play, discarded from the hand, a program that is played, etc is 

put in the scrapyard (discard pile) 

 

- Cards that specify removal/being removed from the game are not part of a scrapyard, but an 

extra zone where they are permanently no longer part of anyone's 

deck/hand/scrapyard/battlefield (think MTG exile). 

 

- Any unit that is created by the effect or ability of another card is considered removed from the 

game entirely when it would leave play for any reason 

 

- When a player's deck has run out of cards, that player takes one damage +2 for each card they 

would have drawn before that. Example: 1 damage the first time I would draw a card when all 

out, 3 for the 2nd, 5 for the 3rd, etc. (This is so that for Seekers and their mill subtheme 

potentially being able to serve as an alt win con with a speed that matters but still allows the 

opponent a small bit of time to find a way out) 

 

- Placements of units can matter. Players may place a unit in any of their 7 available spaces, but 

these units are locked into these positions unless otherwise stated by a particular card. 

 

- Above all else, the card is always right 

 

COMBAT RULES 
 

- Units have two key values on them: Attack and Armor. Attack is how much damage that unit 

does to an opposing unit or player when it attacks, and Armor is how much damage a unit can 

take when attacked by a unit or damaged by a Program/ability. 

 

- Damage on units is permanent. Damage can be repaired by the effects of units/Programs up to 

their base value. Example: a unit with 8 Armor has taken 3 damage and is currently at 5 Armor. 

If it were to be repaired for 10 it could not be repaired beyond 8 Armor. 

 



- Units can each attack once per turn (unless otherwise stated on the card) and may choose to 

attack either opposing units OR the opposing player. When a unit attacks another unit, each deals 

damage to each other equal to their Attack. This happens simultaneously. 

 

- Units cannot attack the turn they are played unless otherwise stated on the card (usually ones 

with the Overdrive ability which allows a unit to attack the same turn they come in) 

 

- Units with 0 Attack cannot attack. Clever players who find ways to give a 0 Attack unit a boost 

however may do so with those units. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STRUCTURE OF A TURN 

 
1. Beginning of turn step: This is when the current turns player 1) gains an additional Power 

permanently, 2) refreshes all available Power, 3) Applies any abilities from currently 

controlled units that would happen at this time. If multiple units have BoT abilities their 

controller may choose the order in which to perform them. If the player whose turn it is NOT has 

a unit that would trigger at this time (for example something that occurs during EACH BoT) that 

player applies their effects after the current turn's player in the same way 

 

2. Draw step: Current turn's player draws their 1 card for this turn. 

 

3. Active Step: This is when the player may do any of the following, in any order they may 

choose - Play units/programs, attack with units, activate the ability of any unit they control. 

A player is not required to do one than the other and may do them as they choose in any order. 

 

4. End of turn step: This is when any abilities that would occur at the end of a given turn 

happen. This follows the same order as BoT: Multiple abilities may be applied in any order their 

controller wishes, starting with the current turn's player. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Current Machine Types 

 
- Steam Powered: These fast, high attack/armor machines come into play with a number of 

Steam Counters on them (Ex: a machine with Steam 4 comes in with 4 Steam Counters). A unit 

with the steam ability must remove one of these counters in order to attack. If there are none left 

to remove, it cannot attack. These can often be replenished by the abilities of other 

units/programs to keep them going 

 

- Shifters: These machines have two forms, the first being a normal combat robot form, the 

second could vary from a vehicle to a structure and beyond. The default form of the card is robot, 

but when entering play the player may choose Machines with the Transform ability to have it 

enter in its alternate mode instead, having different stats and abilities than it normally would. 

(Ex: a Transform Machine taking its alt form of a fast car could be slightly weaker but be able to 

attack on the same turn via Overdrive). This choice is one time upon entering play and 

permanent. Great for players who like lots of options and midrange style play. 

 

- Clockwork: Clockwork Machines have an ability called Wind Up. When a unit with Wind Up 

attacks, it permanently gains X Attack, as stated on the card. (Ex: Wind Up 2 would cause the 

card to permanently gain 2 Attack permanently each time it attacks).  

 

- Super-robot: These colossal mecha are some of the largest, most powerful units available. Most 

of them are Diamond rarity and support cards and decks revolving around them aid in finding 

and playing them in a reasonable amount of time. They are huge, threatening, and often have  



multiple unique and/or keyworded abilities, but require some doing to get into play.  

 

 

- Assassins: This archetype features high attack, low armor Machines often with the Long Range 

ability, and spells to keep the opponent's side of the field under control long enough to finish off 

the opposing player by means of direct attacks, powerful programs, Machines that require 

attention, and troublesome structures. 

 

- The Collective: Ancient and terrifying, these mechanical abominations hunger for data and 

knowledge, and thus are focused on themes such as manipulating the field in strange ways, 

taking control of the opponent's units both from play and the scrapyard, and sending cards to the 

scrapyard directly from the opponent's deck. Milling subtheme to use opponent scrapyard as a 

resource, cards that gain benefit from the opponent being forced to reveal cards in their hand 

(learning/analyzing). 

 

- Neutral Machines: Cards with no tribe affiliation, often times good on their own but not always 

synergistic with the different machine tribes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

CURRENT KEYWORD ABILITIES (subject to change) 

 
- Overdrive: Can attack the turn it enters play 

 

- Steam X: Enters with X counters, remove a counter to attack. If none are left, cannot attack 

 

- Transform: When enters play, choose one of two forms permanently 

 

- Wind Up X: When attacking, gain X Attack permently (not used) 

 

- Barrier X: The first X times this unit takes damage, ignore it 

 

- Long Range: This unit does not take any damage when attacking other units 

 

- Rust: Any unit dealt damage by this unit is destroyed 

 

- Barrage X: This unit can attack X additional times per turn beyond the regular 1 

 

- Salvage: Salvage abilities occur when a creature is destroyed (not used) 

 

- Upgrade: An ability that occurs when this unit destroys another 

 

- Shutdown: This unit cannot attack until its controllers next turn 

 

- Mobilize: An ability that occurs when a unit enters play 

 

- Crush: Damage dealt to a unit beyond its Armor value is dealt to that units player. (Ex: a 5 

Armor unit is hit for 8 by a unit with Crush, so its controller also takes 3 damage, which is left 

over). 

 

- Guardian: This unit must be attacked 

 

- Reinforced: This unit takes half damage, rounded up (not used, probably never will) 

 

- Probe: Effect triggered when opponent reveals their hand or a card in their hand 

 

 

ADDITIONAL MECHANICS/NOTES 

 
- Tokens: Units created by the effect of another card. If you are at your field size limit when a 

card would make a token, nothing happens. When these cards are destroyed, they are considered 

to have gone to the scrapyard before removing themselves from the game. Any other effect that 



would cause them to leave the battlefield (returned to hand, blinked in/out, etc) also permanently 

removes them from the game 

 

 

 

- Repair: To "repair" a unit is to heal the stated amount of damage back, up to the unit's current 

maximum armor value (cannot overheal). If a unit has been given a permanent boost to armor by 

any means, this value is the new maximum. If a unit has been given a temporary boost, when that 

boost expires if said unit's armor is higher than what it would be without the boost, it reverts to 

the highest it can without the boost.  


